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False �ag at the Capitol: it’s all about the
effects and after-shocks by Jon Rappoport

False flag: an event staged to make it appear one’s
opponent caused the event and is the guilty party, thus
justifying an all-out response.

by Jon Rappoport

January 8, 2021

(To join our email list, click here.)

This is a follow-up to my article about the engineering of a false flag
assault on the Capitol building Wednesday—possibly led by Antifa actors.

For more information on that, I recommend Michael Snyder’s article,
“Questions about the chaos at the capitol that desperately need to be
answered.”

The events of Wednesday at the Capitol achieved a Jackpot for the
Political Left.
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The televised discussion and debate, in the Joint Session of Congress,
about vote fraud, was derailed.

When Congress reconvened, at night, no one had the stomach to
vigorously assert that Trump won the election. No one cared anymore.
The viewing audience, if there was one, couldn’t have cared, either. 100%
of the attention was on the Capitol break-in.

Trump himself was welded to the “shocking assault” on the Capitol. The
media made sure of that. “January 6th, 2021, is a day that will live in
infamy forever…” “The day Trump betrayed America.” “He whipped up
his supporters in a frenzy, and then they invaded The People’s House…”

The media will play this tune for the next 20 years. One aim? To destroy
any chance Trump can come back in 2024 to run for the presidency. To
completely snuff out his future—or the future of his son, Donald, Jr.—in
politics.

Another aim? To discredit all Trump supporters and cast them as violent
lunatics.

Even the shooting death of a Trump supporter inside the Capitol, by the
police, is subliminally implied as “a necessary action to stop a revolution-
in-progress.”

There is more. Efforts to protest the COVID lockdowns will be equated, by
the media and the government, with the Capitol assault. “It’s all the same
thing, the same unhinged people, the crazed deplorables and the
dangerous anti-vaxxers…”

New rounds of brutal COVID lockdowns will be justified on the basis that
“there are violent groups in our country who don’t care about infecting
other people with the virus. You know who they are. Many of them wear
MAGA hats. There is only one way to defeat this pandemic. Shelter in
place long enough, until it’s over…”

Media, of course, conveniently ignore the months of violent Antifa-led
riots, violence, and crime. Media will continue to bury those events
behind a wall of outrage against the Capitol break-in.
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Crackdowns on “dissenting behavior” are now on the table as a National
Security issue. “We must approach certain kinds of dissent as acts of war.
Look at the attack on the very core of our Republic, the Congress of the
People, at the Capitol building. That began as simple angry rhetoric, but it
built into an attempt at ‘violent overthrow’…”

What’s happening now has parallels to the Oklahoma City Bombing of
1995. At the time, I wrote about that false flag extensively. There had been
a great deal of anti-government sentiment in the country. There was talk
of secession. On both the Left and the Right, decentralization of power
was a prominent issue. Media were focused on “the dangers of right-wing
militia groups.”

Then, after the explosion—which was far more sophisticated than an
ANFO truck bomb—President Bill Clinton gave a key speech in which he
basically said, “Come home to the federal government. We will protect
you.”

Aided by an outpouring of media praise for the speech, Clinton won the
day.

Biden will now try the same thing. He has no rhetorical skills, but he will
play the peacemaker and the unifier. “It’s time to heal wounds. The nation
can’t survive in this climate of divisiveness and hatred. We must make
peace with our brothers and sisters. Come home to the government…”

However, the level of government surveillance and tracking will escalate—
not only because of COVID, but (we’ll be told) in order to make sure
another “January 6th” does not occur again.

Translation: we need to copy the Chinese model of control.

The Capitol break-in is a MAJOR covert op. And like all such staged
events, the planned after-effects are the most important pieces.

Think of these effects as a gigantic “equals sign” planted in the public
mind. The CAPITOL BREAK-IN equals dissent equals protests against the
lockdowns equals Trump the betrayer equals anti-vaxxers equals MAGA
equals nationalism equals outrage against lockdown governors equals
people who don’t wear masks equals racism…
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That’s how propaganda is done. By connecting one reaction to other
reactions, across the board.

Imagine a Trump supporter who lives in a blue state. He looks in his
closet today, and sees his MAGA hat and American flag…and wonders
what will happen if he puts on that hat and walks down the street…

(To read about Jon’s mega-collection, The Matrix Revealed, click here.)

Jon Rappoport

The author of three explosive collections, THE MATRIX REVEALED, EXIT
FROM THE MATRIX, and POWER OUTSIDE THE MATRIX, Jon was a

candidate for a US Congressional seat in the 29th District of California. He
maintains a consulting practice for private clients, the purpose of which is the
expansion of personal creative power. Nominated for a Pulitzer Prize, he has
worked as an investigative reporter for 30 years, writing articles on politics,
medicine, and health for CBS Healthwatch, LA Weekly, Spin Magazine, Stern,
and other newspapers and magazines in the US and Europe. Jon has delivered
lectures and seminars on global politics, health, logic, and creative power to
audiences around the world. You can sign up for his free NoMoreFakeNews
emails here or his free OutsideTheRealityMachine emails here.

This entry was posted in Elections, Government Fraud, Police State, Press Fraud.
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← To the people of lockdown California: it’…

19 comments on “19 comments on “False �ag at the Capitol: it’s all about theFalse �ag at the Capitol: it’s all about the
effects and after-shockseffects and after-shocks””

Fenwick says:
January 8, 2021 at 10:08 am

In addition to “follow the money” it’s always critical to ask, “Who benefits?” Only the
Left and the Deep State benefit from this puppet show.

Reply

Nigel says:
January 8, 2021 at 1:24 pm

Very worrying the ease that false flag events continue to control the world
narrative and our reality.

Observable oddities on 6th Jan 2021.

1. At the entrance to the steps to the Capitol building security are seen opening
the barriers allowing the crowds in.

2. A man is seen behind the barrier ushering in people from the crowd.

3. The barrier and level of security were inadequate for the occasion.

4. The predictive programming of underground escape tunnels beneath the
Capitol prior to Trump’s speech.

5. Perfect photos and videos inside the Capitol of a quality similar to that of a
professional film crew.

6. The speech of Biden’s lifetime delivered with ease in a relaxed manner with
no sign that he has just been privy to an extremely traumatic experience.

7. The resuming of procedures with no sweeping by special forces of the
building for bombs and intruders.

8. The total lack of observable distress from members of congress after the
murder of a women who was probably pushed along by the sheer weight of the
crowd.

9. The proceedings should not have continued thus allowing forensic analysis
of the murder scene.

10. The tying of Donald Trump by association to the scenes by the certain
parties.
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